Central Sensitization-Related Changes in Brain Function Activity in a Rat Endometriosis-Associated Pain Model
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Background: Pain sensitization processing in the central nervous system may be related to endometriosis-associated pain in patients. The purpose of this study was to understand the alterations in the abnormal pain response in central brain areas and explore the central sensitization mechanism of endometriosis-associated pain.

Methods: An endometriosis model was established in 40 Sprague-Dawley rats, and the rats that are mainly characterized by chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia and defecation pain, etc., which seriously affect women’s health and quality of life and waste a large amount of medical resources; however, the efficacy of surgery and drug treatment is not significant. In addition, the pathogenesis of endometriosis-associated pain is currently entirely unclear. Berkley reported that

We detected significant enhancement of ReHo signals in the anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus and a reduction in the ReHo values in the basomedial amygdaloid nucleus (BM) and primary motor cortex (M1) in the pain rat group via Rs-fMRI examination. The number of Nissl bodies and apoptotic neurons was increased; moreover, the volume of neurons increased compensatorily in the cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus in the pain group. TRPV1 and NMDRA were overexpressed in apoptotic neurons in the higher ReHo value brain regions in the endometriosis pain group.

Conclusion: These findings suggest that in rats with endometriosis-associated pain, ReHo signal enhancement was observed in the cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus, which may be due to the increase in the number of apoptotic neurons or the compensatory increase in the volume of overactive neurons.
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Introduction

Endometriosis is a common gynecological disease in women of reproductive age. Approximately 70–80% of patients present different types of pain-related behaviors that are mainly characterized by chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea, dyspareunia and defecation pain, etc., which seriously affect women’s health and quality of life and waste a large amount of medical resources; however, the efficacy of surgery and drug treatment is not significant. In addition, the pathogenesis of endometriosis-associated pain is currently entirely unclear. Berkley reported that
ectopic endometrial growth develops autonomic and sensory innervations, which could contribute to the maintenance of ectopic growth and pain phenotype persistence. Coxon and Yan\textsuperscript{4,5} also proved that the density of nerve fibers is larger in ovarian endometriosis tissue than in normal ovarian tissue, including sensory nerve fibers, sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve fibers. However, the pain caused by ovarian endometriosis is significantly less than that caused by other types of endometriosis, such as deep infiltration endometriosis (DIE), which may cause fewer nerve fibers in ovarian endometriosis lesions than in other types. Interestingly, Stratton and Berkley\textsuperscript{6} found no direct proportion between the size and shape of local lesions and the degree of pain severity. In the clinic, laparoscopic surgery reveals extensive lesions over the pelvic and abdominal cavity in some patients with moderate pain. Hence, the central sensitization mechanism may explain why some patients suffer from hyperalgesia after long-term exposure to endometriosis-induced inflammation or this persistent pain status after the removal of the lesion or the pain relapse after the cessation of drug treatment.\textsuperscript{5,7,8}

Berkley\textsuperscript{9} first proposed that endometriosis pain could have a widespread and varied influence on the activity of neurons throughout the central nervous system. The central sensitization mechanism in the nervous system is that afferent pain signals will be amplified by the central nerve to produce a continuous, amplified effect.\textsuperscript{10} Nociceptor input produces pain hypersensitivity, resulting in secondary alterations in brain activity, which can be detected by imaging techniques. Porpora et al\textsuperscript{11} observed a decrease in gray matter volume in certain areas of the cerebral cortex via cranial MRI in patients with long-term chronic pain, suggesting that changes in the pain center of the brain may be related to chronic pain.

Despite the above studies on chronic pain, due to the lack of reliable imaging evidence, the changes in the functions of various brain regions caused by central sensitization remain unclear at present. Therefore, Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (Rs-fMRI) has become an important tool for studying living brain function. Due to its high temporal and spatial resolution, lack of radioactivity and repeatable detection, Rs-fMRI has been widely used in Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, schizophrenia, chronic pain disease and other diseases.\textsuperscript{12} Rs-fMRI can be used to simultaneously observe the activities of multiple brain regions and study the relationship between various functional regions; thus, it has become a popular modality for the study of the central sensitization mechanism. The core principle is that the excitation of brain neurons can cause the enhancement of local T2-weighted imaging signals, that is, T2-weighted imaging signals can reflect the activities of local neurons.\textsuperscript{13} Apkarian et al\textsuperscript{14} reviewed how localized brain activity in diverse brain regions creates and modulates the experience of acute and chronic pain states by Rs-fMRI. Furthermore, the regional homogeneity (ReHo) method, a data-driven analysis method, describes the degree of regional synchronization of fMRI time courses, which can effectively assess resting-state functional activity of the whole brain.\textsuperscript{15} This method could help better explain the endometriosis-related pain mechanism of central sensitization in brain function.

However, Rs-fMRI remains at a shallow level of description in the mechanism, diagnosis and prognosis of pain. Most previous studies are based on behavioral observation, and the evidence is insufficient. Additionally, the elaboration of the specific molecular mechanism is rarely reported. The abnormal activation of transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV-1) and N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) is reportedly involved in the mechanisms of central sensitization pain.\textsuperscript{16} TRPV-1 is a nonselective cationic channel on the surface of sensory nerve cells, and TRPV-1-positive nerve fiber cells are highly expressed in patients with endometriosis.\textsuperscript{17} TRPV1 is activated by pain and inflammation stimulation, thereby increasing the intracellular calcium ion concentration, releasing glutamate and activating NMDAR, which eventually leads to neuronal apoptosis through calcium overload, oxidative stress injury and apoptotic pathway activation,\textsuperscript{18} which may be the mechanism for the persistence of hyperalgesia. However, the relationship between TRPV-1 and NMDAR and the central sensitization mechanism has been poorly studied in endometriosis.

In our study, we hypothesized that female rodents with endometriosis-associated pain will experience brain functional alterations. This finding explored the central sensitization mechanism using the endometriosis-associated pain model via the Rs-fMRI detection and expression of TRPV-1 and NMDAR in the corresponding brain regions. This study may lay the foundation of new treatment methods for endometriosis-associated pain.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals and Surgery**

Sixty healthy female Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats, aged 8–9 weeks and weighing 230–250 g, were purchased from Beijing Vital Lihua Experimental Animals Co., Ltd. (license
number SCXK (Beijing) 2016–0006). All rats were raised in the SPF standardized environment of the animal center of the Institute of Medicinal Plant Development, Peking Union Medical College and Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences.

After a week of acclimatization, the random number method was used to divide the rats into the model group (40 rats) and the sham operation group (20 rats); dies can be made according to the Berkley. The low abdomen of each rat was exposed via a ventral midline incision after anesthesia with 5% isoflurane. The endometriosis model (40 rats) was established through surgical procedures, including separation of the left side of the uterus, peripheral vascular ligation, and 1 cm tissue incision of the uterus. After the procedure, uterine tissue was washed with cold PBS in vitro. The isolated uterine biopsies were divided into four equally sized segments. Each small section was opened longitudinally and exposed to the endometrium, which was kept in cold PBS until implantation. The biopsies were sutured to the parietal peritoneum and mesentery using 4–0 vicryl sutures. The operation of control group performed exactly the same process as the experimental group except using the same size of abdominal adipose tissue as the implantation, which was placed in the same location as the model group after laparotomy of the 20 rats. Two weeks after the operation, the abdominal incision was healed completely, and all rats underwent laparotomy again to confirm successful establishment of the endometriosis model.

**Pain Behavioral Assessment**

**Hot Plate Test**
The hot plate test is a commonly used method to measure the thermal stimulus pain threshold in rodents. The hot plate instrument (purchased from Shanghai zhongshi dichuong technology development co., LTD, Shanghai, China. Model: zs-yls-6b) is mainly composed of a round heating plate with a diameter of approximately 25 cm at the bottom and a transparent plexiglass cylinder on the hot plate. All rats were tested 4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks after surgery. The temperature was set at 53.0 ± 0.1°C, and the rats were allowed to walk randomly on a hot plate for up to the maximum of 45 s (to avoid tissue damage). The timing of reactions including jumping, hind paw licking or flinching was recorded during the test. Each rat was tested only once in each session. The pain threshold was considered increased if the latency of foot licking was shorter. The operation process is shown in supplementary Figure 1.

**Von Frey Test**
Based on the research methods of Barrot and Gregory, the Von Frey test was adopted to value the mechanical pain threshold. The right plantar region of the rats was stimulated by Von Frey filaments (purchased in Shanghai jade research scientific instrument co., LTD, China) to observe the pain response. A single rat was placed on a metal mesh device (60 cm×40 cm×20 cm). After the rats became quiet, we stimulated the lateral sides of the right hind plantar side (innervation area of the saphenous nerve) and medial sides (innervation area of the saphenous nerve) by using different fold forces of the Von Frey filaments. Filaments of ascending strength were applied to the rats vertically until the fiber was bent into a C shape and maintained in place for 6–8 s. During the experiment, the fold forces were recorded automatically when the rats licked or withdrew the right hind paw. Mechanical pain threshold measurements were performed in all rats at 4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks from the surgery day. The operation process is shown in supplementary Figure 1.

**Open Field Test**
Rats with endometriosis-associated pain are more prone to anxiety than pain-free rats in an empty, open space. Thus, the open field test was used to evaluate the anxiety level and locomotor activity in rats. The open field test device comprises an open square box (100 cm × 100 cm ×40 cm), which is divided into a central zone and peripheral zones. The floor is smooth, and a camera is placed approximately 2 m away from the center at the top of the square box to measure the overall activity of rats in the open field. The locomotor activity tracking was recorded with SuperMaze software (provided by xinxin Shanghai). A single rat was kept in a quiet waiting area for approximately 30 min before the start of the experiment. Then, the rat was placed in a corner of the box and allowed to explore the field for 5 min. The overall distance and walking time in the open field were measured by the trajectory in video recordings. Rats with higher anxiety levels tend to spend more time in the periphery and less time in the central zone. The locomotor activity tracking of pain-free rats shows a more intricate pattern and an increase in overall distance compared with that of pain rats. All rats were tested 12 weeks after surgery. The operation process is shown in supplementary Figure 1.

**Image Acquisition and ReHo Analysis**
The second day after the pain behavior assessment, MRI data were acquired using a 7.0-T small animal scanner (Bruker
Nissl Staining and the Expression of TRPV1 and NMDAR

Nissl Staining

To detect the state of neuronal cells in the brain in endometriosis-associated pain rats, we sacrificed all rats at 12 weeks postoperation after Rs-fMRI detection, and their brains were dissected at 4°C and fixed rapidly for 48 h at 22°C with 10% formalin. The whole brain was cut into 4 parts by sagittal plane and embedded into wax blocks. Each part of the brain was made into 4 μm sections, which were washed with a graded ethanol series for 5 min and incubated in Nissl staining solutions (Institute of Medicinal Plant Development, Beijing, China) for 0.5 h at room temperature in accordance with the protocol. The state of neuronal cells in the brain was analyzed by a Direct Optical Microscope (Cambridge Research and Instrumentation Inc., Woburn, MA, USA).

Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from each specimen stored at −80°C using TRIzol (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc) according to the protocol. The RNA quality was measured by the A260/A280 ratio and agarose gel electrophoresis. Total RNA (500 ng) from each group was individually reverse transcribed into the reaction mixture in 20 μL using the GoScript™ cDNA synthesis kit (A5000, Promega, USA). The reaction mix was incubated for 5 min at 25°C, 60 min at 42°C, and 15 min at 70°C. qRT-PCR was prepared using the GoTaq probe qPCR Master Mix (A6002, Promega, USA). Each PCR mixture followed the protocol and was performed using a Real-Time PCR Quantification system (ABI 7500 fast; Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The thermal cyclic conditions used were as follows: initial denaturation and enzyme activation for 10 min at 95°C followed by 40 cycles (denaturation for 15 s at 95°C, annealing for 30 s at 60°C, extension for 45 s at 72°C), followed by melting curve analysis. Relative gene expression was determined by analyzing data using the 2−ΔΔCT method to adjust for expression of a housekeeping gene, GAPDH. All products obtained yielded the predicted melting temperature. All experiments were conducted in triplicate. The gene primers used are listed in Table 1.

Immunohistochemistry

Whole brain specimens were divided into 4 parts by sagittal plane from both endometriosis pain and sham rats. The tissue specimens were fixed in 4% formalin and embedded in...
paraffin at 12 weeks postoperation after Rs-fMRI examination. Immunohistochemical staining was performed using rat polyclonal antibodies Anti-NMDAR1 (1:1000; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) and rabbit polyclonal antibodies Anti-VR1 (1:500, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA). Tissue sections were deparaffinized followed by dehydration with xylene and ethanol. The specific operation process of immunohistochemistry strictly followed the protocol. Goat immunoglobulin G (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) was used as a negative control. The number of stained cells and the intensity of staining were evaluated by two evaluators blinded to the specimen source. An H-score method was used to obtain a semiquantitative measure of expression.

Statistics
SPSS 20.0 software was used for the statistical analysis, while GraphPad Prism7, Adobe Photoshop CS5 and Adobe Illustrator CC2015 were used for graph generation. Levene’s test for homogeneity was performed, the statistical description the mean ± standard deviation was used for statistical descriptions, and unpaired t-tests were used to compare the differences between the groups when the variance was irregular. The median value ($P_{25}$–$P_{75}$) was used for statistical description, and the Kruskal–Wallis test was used to identify the differences between the groups (when the variance was nonnormally distributed). $P < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

Ethical Approval
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the Laboratory Animal Ethics Committee of the Institute of Medicinal Plant Development, Peking Union Medical College, and conformed to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Permit Number: SYXK 2017–0020).

Results
Endometriosis-Like Lesions
The low abdomen of all rats was reopened to evaluate model establishment two weeks postoperation. All 40 rats exhibited endometriosis-like lesions by pathological verification (as shown in Figure 1). No corresponding cyst formation was found in the 20 rats in the sham control group.

Grouping and Behavioral Test Results
Twenty-eight rats were assigned to the endometriosis-related pain group in accordance with the behavioral results. The 20 sham surgery rats were allocated to the control group.

The hot plate test result showed that the latency of jumping, hind paw licking or flicking the paw in the endometriosis-related pain group was shorter than that in the control group at 4 weeks, 8 weeks and 12 weeks, respectively (See Figure 2A and Table 2). The Von Frey test results showed that the mechanical stimulation pain threshold of the pain group was significantly lower than that of the control group (as shown in Figure 2B and Table 3). The open field test indicated that the tracking of rats in the control group was disorderly, and the overall distance was significantly increased compared with that of the pain group. Additionally, the number of central entrances in the endometriosis pain group was significantly lower than that in the control group (as shown in Figure 2C and Table 4).

Resting-State fMRI Data
We finally acquired the scanning parameters of 13 rats in the pain group and 8 rats in the control group to further analyze the data after preprocessing these rats. Compared with the sham control group, the endometriosis-associated pain group had significantly increased ReHo in the anterior cingulate cortex, area 2 (left); thalamic area (right); thalamic area (left); the CA1 field of the hippocampus, and brainstem (right); this group

Figure 1 The confirmation of endometriosis-like lesions. All 40 rats were induced endometriosis-like lesions successfully by the pathological verification. (A): a cyst, induced ectopic endometrium, was seen in the abdominal wall. (B): a cyst from the transplanted endometrium (HE ×100). (C): a normal endometrium (HE ×40).
also exhibited significantly decreased ReHo in the basomedial amygdaloid nucleus (BM, left) and primary motor cortex (M1, right). The Numbers at the top and bottom of the color bar represent the t value of the statistical result. Besides, the Red presents the enhancement ReHo signal and the blue shows the decrease ReHo signal. The intermediate colors indicate that the ReHo signal has a strong to weak process from red to blue \((P < 0.005, \text{as shown in Figure 3 and Table 5})\).

The brain region activity in the anterior cingulate cortex, thalamic area, and CA1 field of the hippocampus was substantially increased in the ReHo value, which was closely related to pain perception and memory. Therefore, we decided to further examine the three brain regions to observe their morphological changes and the expression of related molecules.

### Nissl Staining

We found a large number of Nissl bodies and apoptotic neurons in the cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus in the endometriosis-associated pain group. The nuclei

### Table 2 Comparison of Thermal Pain Threshold Time by Hotplate Test (s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Post-4week (X±SD)</th>
<th>Post-8week (X±SD)</th>
<th>Post-12week (X±SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13.5±0.86</td>
<td>12.07±0.62</td>
<td>12.86±0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38.65±0.81</td>
<td>42.5±1.08</td>
<td>39.5±1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>25.75</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Comparison of Pain Threshold of Mechanical Stimulation by Von Frey Test (g)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Post-4week (X±SD)</th>
<th>Post-8week (X±SD)</th>
<th>Post-12week (X±SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.9±1.05</td>
<td>6.7±2.41</td>
<td>5.3±1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.5±3.26</td>
<td>13.5±3.64</td>
<td>10.8±4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>7.794</td>
<td>6.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were condensed and deformed, nucleoplasmic staining was deepened, and the volume of neurons around apoptotic cells was larger in the pain group than in the control group. Neuronal apoptosis was also rarely found in the control group, which is considered physiological. The number of normal neurons in the pain group was significantly lower than that in the control group (see Figure 4).

qRT-PCR
We extracted total RNA from all of the paired rat brain areas for validation. The relative fold changes in the expression of TRPV1 and NMDAR at the mRNA level located in the anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus were significantly increased in the endometriosis-related pain group compared to those in the sham control group by qRT-PCR, as shown in Figure 5A and B.

Immunohistochemistry
TRPV1 and NMDAR were both expressed in the cytoplasm and nuclei of central nervous system tissues and overexpressed in apoptotic neurons and partial Nissl bodies. However, the staining of TRPV1 in the pain group was stronger (dark brown color) than that in the control group in the anterior cingulate cortex ($P<0.05$) and hippocampus ($P<0.001$). There was no significant difference in the thalamus (Figure 6 and Figure 7A). The staining of NMDAR in the pain group was stronger than that in the control group in the hippocampus ($P<0.05$). There was no significant difference in the anterior cingulate cortex and thalamus (Figure 8 and Figure 7B).

Discussion
In human studies, the visual analogue scale (VAS) and McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) can be used to quantitatively score pain in patients. Alternatively, the assessment of pain sensitization in rodent animals can be qualitatively

**Table 4** Analysis of the Results of Open-Field Experiments in Rats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Overall distance (mn) M(P$<em>{25}$–P$</em>{75}$)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>8874.94 (6743.14–11,334.99)</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>150,170.35 (107,335.76–202,792.16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3** The ReHo value comparison in various brain regions. In comparison with the sham control, the endometriosis-associated pain group had significantly increased ReHo in the Anterior cingulate cortex, area 2 (left), thalamic area (right), thalamic area (left) and the field CA1 of hippocampus and brainstem (right), while significantly decreased ReHo in the basomedial amygdaloid nucleus (left) and primary motor cortex (right). The Numbers at the top and bottom of the color bar represent the t value of the statistical result. Besides, the Red presents the enhancement ReHo signal and the blue shows the decrease ReHo signal. The intermediate colors indicate that the ReHo signal has a strong to weak process from red to blue ($P < 0.005$, as shown in Table 5).

**Abbreviation:** ReHo: regional homogeneity.
analyzed through behavioral testing. Hence, we evaluated pain through behavioral experiments, such as hot plate, Von Frey and open field testing, to ensure the successful establishment of the model. We used a rat model of surgically induced endometriosis whose growths mimic those in women with endometriosis by autotransplanting, while the control group should not be treated with transplantation because it is a normal rat mimic those in women without endometriosis. However, the control group was performed with adipose tissue transplantation and on-off abdominal suture, in order to balance the pain of the abdominal incision and the inflammatory reaction of local transplantation in the experimental group. The problem of postoperative pain, our solution is to test the pain threshold after the second surgery for 2 weeks. This period is to wait for the wound healing, the surgical pain almost relieved. Subsequently, Rs-fMRI was performed to identify the abnormal activation area, observe morphological changes and research the molecular mechanism in abnormal activation regions, with the aim of exploring the pathogenesis of endometriosis-related pain via the nervous system circuit beyond the limitation of local lesions.

Central sensitization is an important mechanism for the generation, memory and amplification of pain in endometriosis, which has been widely recognized. Central sensitization is an important mechanism for the generation, memory and amplification of pain in endometriosis, which has been widely recognized.32,33

Table 5 Brain Regions Showing ReHo Differences in the Pain Group Compared to the Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Region</th>
<th>Voxel</th>
<th>MNI X (mm)</th>
<th>Y (mm)</th>
<th>Z (mm)</th>
<th>Peak T Value</th>
<th>Effect Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cg2_left</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.1054</td>
<td>Pain&gt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tha_left</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>−22</td>
<td>−31.5</td>
<td>−58.5</td>
<td>4.0966</td>
<td>Pain&gt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tha_right</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>−31.5</td>
<td>−37.5</td>
<td>3.4162</td>
<td>Pain&gt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1_left</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>−34</td>
<td>−43.5</td>
<td>−37.5</td>
<td>6.8678</td>
<td>Pain&gt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS_right</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>−46.5</td>
<td>−70.5</td>
<td>4.2495</td>
<td>Pain&gt;Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM_left</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>−46</td>
<td>−67.5</td>
<td>−61.5</td>
<td>−4.4621</td>
<td>Control&gt;Pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1_right</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>−7.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>−7.5736</td>
<td>Control&gt;Pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MNI, brain coordinates from the Montreal Neurological Institute space; Cg2, Anterior cingulate cortex, area 2; Tha: thalamic area; CA1, field CA1 of hippocampus; BS, brainstem; BM, basomedial amygdaloid nucleus; M1, primary motor cortex.

Figure 4 The Nissl’s staining in each group. A large number of Nissl body and apoptotic neurons in the cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus in the endometriosis-associated pain group, the nuclei are condensed, deformed, and the nucleoplasmatic staining is deepened, and the volume of neurons around apoptotic cells was larger compared with the control group. Neuronal apoptosis was also found in the control group, but the number is rare, which is considered physiological phenomena. The number of normal neurons in the pain group was significantly less than the control group.
Figure 5 The expressions of the TRPV1 and NMDAR in mRNA level. (A): The relative fold changes expressions of the TRPV1 in mRNA level located in the anterior cingulate cortex (P>0.05), hippocampus (P>0.05), and thalamus (**P<0.001) were increased significantly in the endometriosis-related pain group compared to the sham control group by qRT-PCR. (B): The expressions of the NMDAR in the anterior cingulate cortex (P< 0.05), hippocampus (**P<0.001), and thalamus (**P<0.001) were increased significantly in the endometriosis-related pain group compared to the sham control group by qRT-PCR.

Abbreviation: qRT-PCR: Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction.

Figure 6 The expression of TRPV1 in IHC. TRPV1 is expressed in the cytoplasm and nucleus of central nervous system tissues and overexpressed in apoptotic neurons and partial Nissl body. However, the staining of TRPV1 in pain group is stronger (deep brown color) than control in the anterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus. There is no significant difference in thalamus.

Figure 7 The expression of TRPV1 and NMDAR in IHC. (A) shows the expression of TRPV1 in IHC which there is a significant difference in the anterior cingulate cortex (*P<0.05), hippocampus (**P<0.001) and there is no significant difference in thalamus (P>0.05). (B) shows the expression of NMDAR in IHC which there is a significant difference in hippocampus(*P<0.05) and there is no significant difference in the anterior cingulate cortex and thalamus (P>0.05).

Abbreviation: IHC: Immunohistochemistry.
sensitization is the amplification of the pain transmission response of the spinal cord and the levels of the spinal cord (such as the thalamus, brainstem and cerebral cortex), including central sensitization at the level of the spinal cord. Pain is a result of damage on the threshold of stimulation, leading to conduction of A fibers and slow conduction C-fiber activation. The damage signal is spread to the spinal cord dorsal horn (dorsal root ganglion, DRG), pain signals spread to neurons, and preliminary integration occurs. Then, via axons, these neurons spread a signal, which is transferred to secondary neurons by the aforementioned structure on the thalamus (thalamic limbic system, namely, the cerebral cortex) for advanced integration. Patients with endometriosis are stimulated by focal neuroinflammatory factors for a long time, which activates local immune response and changes nerve potential conduction, leading to peripheral and central sensitization.

In our study, 28 endometriosis-induced rats were confirmed to have hyperalgesia responses and pain threshold decreases according to behavioral tests. The hot plate test is often used to evaluate the response to thermal pain stimulation, and the Von Frey test reflects the pain threshold measurement of rats to mechanical stimulation. Both experiments are often used to evaluate pain models in rats and mice and objectively evaluate the efficacy of analgesics. The open field test is used to evaluate the anxiety symptoms caused by pain in rats, which is a subjective perspective to evaluate the pain model. Based on the experimental results of this study, the heat pain in the endometriosis-associated pain group was generated in approximately 5–15 s, while the control rats felt the thermal pain in approximately 30 s or an even longer time. Von Frey filaments were used to stimulate the rat right hind plantar, and our results indicated that the number of grams of mechanical force was smaller in endometriosis-related pain rats than in the control rats, which suggested that the pain threshold of the endometriosis-related pain group was lower than that of the sham control group. Rats with pain exhibit less motion and exploration due to anxiety and are susceptible to irritability in the open environment. The open field test revealed that the overall distance of the tracking was higher in control rats than in endometriosis-related pain rats, and the number of entries into the central area was reduced. Therefore, the open field test further verified the reduction in the pain threshold caused by central sensitization in endometriosis rats. Compared with other experiments alone, our behavioral assessments are more persuasive and precise for evaluating pain models combined with the objective indicators of the hot plate test and Von Frey test and the subjective assessment of the open field test.

To further understand the mechanism of central sensitization, we studied the relationship between endometriosis-associated pain and brain functional activity using Rs-fMRI after thoroughly evaluating the pain model in animals. ReHo analysis (a fMRI analysis method) has recently been used to study pain and a functional disorder. Abnormal ReHo
signals may provide a clue that is likely associated with a noncompensatory reaction or unbalanced local functionality of the entire brain network. Bao et al found that ReHo signals were reduced in the insula, middle cingulate cortex, and supplementary motor area in patients with abdominal pain. Using fMRI, Sawsan also found that the signal of brain functional activity in the insula and medial prefrontal cortex was enhanced in patients with endometriosis-related pain, and the excitatory neurotransmitter in this area was significantly increased. In our study, we found differences in spontaneous BOLD signals in several brain regions between endometriosis-related pain rats and sham control rats. In pain rats, the ReHo values were significantly increased in the anterior cingulate cortex, thalamic area, and CA1 field of the hippocampus. The reductions in the ReHo values in BM and M1 suggest a different reorganization of resting-state brain activities between endometriosis-related pain and sham control rats. This result may indicate an association between endometriosis-related pain and changes in brain activity. The increased synchronization of neuronal activities is possibly due to compensatory cortical reorganization in these brain regions with higher ReHo values. The results of this experiment suggest that the neurons are overactivated, pain-related excitatory neurotransmitters are metabolized vigorously, oxygen consumption is increased, and nerve conduction is enhanced in these brain areas with higher ReHo signals (anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus), resulting from the pain afferent from the local endometriosis lesions. The anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus are important components of pain networks in which there is a closed relationship with pain perception and memory; hence, they may be the key areas of central sensitization.

Central sensitization is the amplification and memory of pain and is associated with abnormal conduction of multiple pathways and plasticity of neurons. When the body experiences noxious stimuli, such as persistent pain, TRPV1 is activated and intracellular Ca2+ influx leads to the release of large quantities of excitatory neurotransmitter glutamine and the continuous increase in NMDAR, which mediates neuronal apoptosis through a series of complex biological processes. TRPV1 is involved in synaptic plasticity, neurotransmitter transmission, neuroinflammatory mediator release and other activities of neurons and glial cells. NMDAR is closely related to pain perception and pain memory. In our previous study, we found overexpression of TRPV1 in ectopic endometrial lesions. Our study also found that the expression of TRPV1 and NMDAR was strongly positive by qRT-PCR and immunohistochemistry in the higher ReHo signal brain areas of the anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus and hippocampus identified by Rs-fMRI scanning. In addition, the number of apoptotic neurons and Nissl bodies was increased in these brain areas as shown by Nissl staining. The partial neuronal cells were deformed, and the volume of these cells around the apoptotic cells was extended compensatorily in pain rats compared with that in control rats. The number of normal neurons in the pain group was significantly lower than that in the control group. Our result is similar to the results of Tian and Lee. In fact, the Nissl body, located in the cytoplasm (also called the granular endoplasmic reticulum), can produce protein. The number of Nissl bodies was increased, and the brain function activity was more vigorous. The hyperexpression of TRPV1 and NMDAR reflected that the functional activity was higher in these brain regions, which may be a manifestation of neuronal plasticity.

In future experimental studies, we will continue to pay attention to the subsequent reorganization and plasticity, changes in neurotransmitters, related genes and protein expression in these functional brain areas. The relevant brain regions will be dissected to explore the relationship between gene levels and the corresponding functional proteins in the pain mechanism of central sensitization. We will further explore new ideas for the nonhormonal treatment of endometriosis-associated pain from the perspective of molecular biology.

Through this study, the central sensitization mechanism of endometriosis-associated pain can be further elucidated. Endometriosis pain can result in abnormal activation in diverse brain regions and changes in neuronal function or the number or quality in these regions. Interventions in these brain regions could encompass targeted treatment for endometriosis-associated pain to alleviate the pain and improve patient quality of life.

Limitations
The results of this study are based on animal models; thus, the findings cannot be directly applied to human studies, and the number of animal models is insufficient. The sample size needs to be expanded or more methods need to be adopted to provide additional experimental evidence of preclinical research for nonhormonal treatment of endometriosis-related pain.
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